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In full rank multivariate exponential families of lattice distributions, one sided 
testing problems are considered. For these testing problems the uniformly most 
powerful unbiased tests are not uniformly efficient of order o(n-‘) in the class .Yt 
of all tests which are asymptotically similar of order o(n-‘) (Hipp, C. (1983). J. 
Multivariate Anal. 13 67-108). In this note, better asymptotically similar tests are 
constructed which-for one specified value of the nuisance parameter-have 
maximal power in the class S:. The power of tests is computed up to terms of 
order o(n-‘), at contiguous alternatives, and for the specitied value of the nuisance 
parameter. Ib 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
Let p be a positive integer and u a probability measure on the Bore1 field 
&I+‘+’ of [wJ’+’ which is a lattice distribution with minimal lattice ZIP+‘. 
Assume that the natural parameter space 
has nonvoid interior H. For q E H define 
and P, as the probability measure on gP+’ with u-density 
z + exp(qTz -f(q)), ZE RPf’. 
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Write 6 for the first component of the (p + 1 )-vector q E H. Fix 8, E R! such 
that T= {r E Rp: (e,, t) E H) is nonvoid. 
For n = 1,2,... we consider the one sided testing problem 
(1.1) 
Fix a level a E (0, 1). For T E T let Y;(z) denote the class of all test sequen- 
ces (cp,) with the following property: Uniformly for u E Rp, JuI 6 n-l/’ log n 
G.++.,(Pn =a+o(n-1) (1.2) 
and write ST for the class of all test sequences (cp,) which are elements of 
F:(T) for all ZE T. 
For r E T write Z(8,, r) for the covariance matrix of PcBo,r,. Partition this 
matrix as follows: 
where .X,,(00, T) is a (p, p)-matrix. Let 
and T, = (z E T: M(8,, 7) # Qp}. 
For n = 1,2,... let cpz be the uniformly most powerful unbiased level tl test 
for (1.1) (see [3, pp. 134, 1351). Then ((pz)~S:. It is the purpose of this 
note to prove the following: 
f ITHEO;;. p~~j,esFor every Z~E T,, there exists (q,*) E ST with the 
0 owin ro ’ . 
(a) For all (cp,)~,Y;(z,-J and all t>O 
lim sup nf& + m- 1i2,,~)((~~ - 40:) < 0. 
n 
(b) ForallTETandt>O 
(c) For all t>O 
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(ii) There exists a sequence of tests (cp,**) with the following property: 
ZfzO~ T,, then ((p,**)~g:(~~) andfor all t>O 
Remark 1. Properties (b) and (c) of (cp,*) yield that (qr)) is-up to 
terms of order o(n-‘)--not asymptotically admissible in ST if T, # a. 
This is true in Example 3 of [2, p. 743. In Theorem 4 of 12, p. 811 
inadmissibility of (cpi) was stated under restrictive assumptions on u and CL 
Remark 2. Theorem 6 of [2, p, 821 states that for all t > 0 and 
(cpn) E s: 
P” (HO+ rn-l.‘.r”)(Pn d fwtr & to) + o(n ‘1 
whenever r0 E T,. Here, H;,(t, tiO, rO) is the envelope power function for 
ST in the continuous case (see [4]). In our proof we shall derive the 
relation 
P;‘“, t rn Qro,rPn* = ffgt, Q,, z&l+ o(n I). 
Hence H;,(t, tiO, tO) is an envelope power function for ST at to in the lat- 
tice case, too, provided z0 E T,. 
It was stated in [2, p. 721 that “randomization diminishes power.” In the 
construction of (cp,*) and (q:*) we change the randomization of (cpjl) 
appropriately. To explain this more precisely we need some notations. Let 
z, 9 z,,... be independent (p + 1 )-dimensional random vectors with dis- . . 
tribution PtB,ri. For n = 1,2,... write 2, = (X,, Y,) with univariate X, and 
p-variate Y,, and denote X=X, + ... +X,, and Y= Y,+ ... + Y,,. The 
tests (q,II) can be written 
(p;=1 if X>k,(Y,a) 
= VA y, a) if X=k,(Y,a) 
=o if X<k,(Y,c() 
with k,( Y, a) E % and y,( Y, a) E [0, I). The tests cp,** are defined as follows: 
(p**=1 n if X> k,( Y, ~1) 
= h(y,( Y, a)) if X= k,( Y, a) 
=o if X-C k,( Y, CY.). 
Here, h: [O, l] + [0, l] is a smooth function satisfying h(0) = h( 1) = 0 and 
{hh(x)dx=O, and h(x)<x if x<+, h(x)>x if x>$. 
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The proof for (rp,**) E S: is based on the fact that yn( Y, a) is 
asymptotically uniformly distributed under P&o,ro) whenever r,, E 7’,. 
The test sequence (cp,*) is constructed as follows: First we construct a 
sequence (cpi) as above with smooth functions h, which vary with n such 
that h,(x) + 0 if x < 4, h,(x) -+ 1 if x > 4. 
The sequence (cpk) is in y;(z,) and satisfies 
Go+m-%o,(P~ = &Jt, 83, To) + dfl-‘), 
We take a h-consistent estimator t, for z and define cp,* as cp: if 5, is 
close to TV, and as CP: elsewhere. 
Remark 3. If M(8,, z,,) E QP then the sequence (cp,**) constructed in 
the proof for part (ii) of the theorem will not satisfy (cp,**) E y?(z,) and 
lim sup P;@, + trim I;~,,,j(q~ - cp,* * 1 < 0 for all t > 0 
n 
in general. In Example 2 of [2, p. 731 the sequence (cpz) satisfies 
lim infP;,,+,,-l;z,,,,((pjj- cp,)>O 
n 
for all 1> 0 and (cp,) E rf(z,) if a = 4, and 
for all t > 0 and (cp,) E yf(z,) for arbitrary a. 
Remark 4. Let M(Bo, T,,) = (l/m)(k, ,..., k,) with relatively prime 
integers m, k, ,..., k,. Then the distribution of y,( Y, a) can be approximated 
by &a,) * U * V, where a, E R, &a,) is the Dirac measure at a,, U is the 
uniform distribution on (0, l/m,..., (m - 1)/m}, and V is a noncentral chi- 
square distribution; the convolution is computed on the torus R/h. The 
constants a, oscillate, and the oscillation depends on the value of the 
nuisance parameter zO. A function h yielding a sequence (cp,** ) satisfying 
(cp,**)eFf(~,J has to satisfy the conditions Eh*(u+x)= 
EUh*‘(U+x) = 0 for all x, where h*(x) = h(x) -xx. These conditions, 
however, imply h* 5 0. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
In this section we shall use some notations of [2] without repeating the 
definitions. 
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For j = 1, 2,... let h:: [0, I] -+ [0, l] be a trigonometric polynomial of 
the form 
h:(x) = C (a, exp(2rcilx): 0 < III <j} 
with h,*(O) = 0. 
Assume that h?(x) < 0 for 0 <x < f, h?(x) > 0 for 4 < x < 1, and that for 
all O<E<~, h,*(x)-+ -x, uniformly for a<.~<$--E, and h,%(x)+ 1 -x, 
uniformly for ~+E<.x< 1 -s. Let h,(x) = h,?(x) +x. For n = 2, 3 ,... let 
T,(Z, ,..., Z,) be an estimator for z such that uniformly for (0, r ) in compact 
subsets of H 
P;&t,(Z ,,..., Z,)-z(~rt~“‘logn’i=o(n-‘). 
To simplify our notation we shall omit arguments whenever possible. Our 
first result yields a stochastic expansion for y,( Y, a). 
LEMMA 1. we have uniformly for z in compact subsets of T and 
.v E &, (b T)) 
-a ‘N,Y,,(y, a) Q,(v, j(n, e,, T), 8,, T)} + o(n ‘j2). 
Recall that 
c=c(y)=k,(y, cr)-npO+nMp, +n”2aN,-My 
and 
v = v(y) = -aN, + Mj(n, 8,, T), 
and that QI(v, .?(?I, BO, T), 8,, T) is a polynomial in j(n, eO, T) of degree two 
or less. 
LEMMA 2. For T E T let P( y, T) be a polynomial in y E [wp such that the 
degree and the coefficients of P remain bounded as long as T varies in com- 
pact subsets of T. Then for all t E TO and m = 1,2,... we have unuormly for 
Iul <n ~ ‘I2 log n 
P&Z + U, C&Xc(Y) + Ql(v( y), b, 80, T + u), ‘h, T + ~1) 
x P( F(n, e,, T + u), T + u)] = o(n ~ “2). 
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ProoJ It sufices to prove the assertion for 
h:(x) = exp( 2nimx), XER,rn#O. 
For w  E Rp consider 
f(w)=Pho.,+,,h~(c(Y)+ wTR4 00, T + u)). 
With 
H(n) = n”2a(e,, t + u) N, - np(,(8,, t + 24) 
+ nw&l, t + u) p,(&, T + u) 
we obtain 
f(W)=P;,o,,+.,h~((-M(e,,T+u)fn-1’2W)TY 
+ H(n)- n”2w7j1,(e,, T + u)) 
= (P ce,,,+.,h~((-M(eo,~+u)+n~“2W)TY,))” 
x h;(H(n)-n1’2wTpl(eo, T + u)). 
There exists a positive E such that for 1~1 GE and 1 WI GE we have 
IP ceo,,+u,W( -we,> T+u)+W)TYY,)l<l-E. 
This implies that for all s > 0 and uniformly for (~1 < n-‘i2 log n and 
IwJ <m"* 
f(w)=o(nps). (2.1) 
The same is true for derivatives of all orders: 
If PI ,..*, P, are nonnegative integers, then for all s > 0 and uniformly for 
lul <n - ‘I2 log n and / w  1 < En "' 
Let KI SP’ be a probability measure satisfying s lx12 K(dx) < cc which has a 
characteristic function k(1) vanishing for It/ > 1. If g is a measurable 
function which is bounded by some polynomial, then (2.1) and (2.2) 
together with Lemma 11.6 in [l, p. 981 imply that for all r E T and s > 0 
and uniformly for JuJ d n - "* log n 
J P~e,,,+.,h~(c(Y))g(B(n,8,,~+u)+~-'n-'~2w)K(dw)=o(n-"). 
683/18/l-10 
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Let G: Rp + R be the polynomial of degree two or less such that 
G(.F(n, eo, T + ~1) = Q,(u(Y), .ih eo, T + u), Qo, T + ~1, and let g,(y) = 
h:(G( y )) P( y, T + u). Then for all nonnegative integers /I, ,..., /I, there exists 
a polynomial Q in y such that for all u E Rp with 1~1 d n ~ I” log n 
This implies that for all s > 0 and nonnegative integers /?, ,..., p,, we have 
uniformly for 1~1 6 n ‘I* log 12 
The remainder R,(x, ~1) in the Taylor expansion 
g,(x)= c 
112 -t/j, + (--En ) + P/J) w/p . . $ 
o</r,+. + /rp < I 
aal + ... + ijp 
’ avlh . . . a,+ g,(Y) fi (Pi!) -’ + R,(x, w) . I v = x + c I,,-“L , 
satisfies 
R,(x, w)<n-’ (w12R(x), 
where R is a polynomial which may depend on r but not on U. Integrating 
both sides of the Taylor expansion with respect to P;Ho,r+ Uj and K we 
obtain that uniformly for (u( < n ‘I* log n 
P” ,fJa,r+u,4xC( Y)) g,( %, 00, T + u)) = o(n ‘;*). 
This implies the assertion of Lemma 2. 
For fixed m define the sequence of tests (cp,) by 
(Pn=l if X> k,,( Y, a) 
= L(Yn( y, a)) if X=k,( Y, a) 
=o if X < k,( Y, a). 
LEMMA 3. For Z~E T,, we have (cp,) E Tz(zo). 
ProoJ: We have to show that uniformly for 1 UI < n “* log n 
p;e,.,“+.,KMK a)) l{x=k.(Y,a,j =o(n-‘). 
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Recall that uniformly for (u( < KI’~ log n 
PTeo,ro+ u) {Y$wn, (e,, To+u))) =oW’). 
With Lemma 1 we obtain that uniformly for IuJ 6 n - ‘j2 log n 
P~eo.,,+u~~~(Yn(Y~ a)) l{x=k,(~,~)) 
=n ~“2a~1(eo,zo+U)cp(N,)P;Ho,ro+u~[(1+n~~”2a~~’N,y,(Y,a) 
--n - 1/2a ~ 1 N,Q,(u(Y), %, 00, to+u), 70) 
+n-“2W,(u(n wh 4J, z,+u), 80, To,} 
x (4Xc(Y) + Q,(u( Y), %, 00, T, ,  + u), ~0 + u)) 
+ C,‘(c( Y) + Q,(4 Y). Ft’(n, 00, ~0 + u), ~0)) 
xn ~ “*C - Q2(4 Y), R4 00, To + u), eo, To) 
+ Ql(4 n RF e,, r. + 4, to) w,(u( Y), %, e,, r. + 4, eo, TV) 
+ ;a-Ye,, To) N,~:(Y, co 
-a-‘(e0? ~0) Na~n(y, c1) !m(y), %, 60, rO+u), TO)i}i 
+ o(n-1). 
From Lemma 2 we obtain that uniformly for (u( <n - ‘I2 log n 
p;eo.T,+.,hxYn(y~ a)) l{X=k,(Y,u)} 
=tl -whop z. + ~1 cp(N,) P~eo,,o+,,C~-1Nc2Yfl( y3 a) C(Y,( K a)) 
+to-‘mJ?;(K ~)63Y,(Y,~)) 
- c’ ‘N,Y,( Y, a) Ql(u( Y)> %, 80, ~0 + ~1, ~0) K?(Y,( Y, x1)1 
+ o(n-1). 
In the proof of Lemma 2 we have seen that for nonzero integers k and for 
WE [wp and uniformly for Ju( <n-‘12 log n 
P~eo,ro+u~ exp(27cikyJ Y, CI) + iwTy(n, Bo, r. + u)) = o(H’). 
This implies that for F: [0, 11 x R -+ Iw bounded, continuous, F(0, x) = 
F(l, x) for all x E Iw, we have uniformly for Jut <K’~’ log n 
PYeO.ro f UI F(Y,( y, a), h, eo, z. + U) = J’ F(x, y) (pz,Jy) d?, dX + o(n’). 
0 
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Hence uniformly for 1~1 < II -“2 log n 
~;~~,,,+.,~rz(Yn(Y a)) 1 (X=k.(Y.a)) 
=n -‘a-‘(8,, z. + u) q(N,) aplN, ji (xhz(x) + ix2hz’(x)) dx 
i 
1 
- a-‘N, -+Xx) G(Y) CP.~,,(Y) dy dx + 4n-‘1. 
0 
Here, G is the polynomial of degree two or less satisfying 
W(n, eo,70 + ~1) = QI(~Y), Ph eo,7o + u), 70). 
The term involving G has an unbounded smooth integrand. Here, a simple 
truncation argument is needed. 
The assertion of Lemma 3 now follows from 
s 
1 
xh;‘( x) dx = 0 
0 
and 
s 
’ (x/z;(x) + $x2/z:‘(x)) dx = 0. 
0 
Our next result is a modification of the Corollary in [2, p. 941. Its proof 
is essentially the same as the one given in [2]. 
LEMMA 4. For y E Zp let cc,(y) E (0, 1) be given and define y,(y) E [0, 1) 
and k,(y) E Z by 
Q(n, Y, eo){w>kdy)} +Y,(Y) Q(n, Y, B,){k,(y)) =a,(~), 
and define 
cp,=l if X>k,( Y) 
= Yn( Y) if X=/c,(Y) 
=o if X<k,( Y). 
Fix z. E T and assume that uniformly for z with 17 - 701 < n ~ ‘I* log n and 
y E Ah to,, 7)) 
M,( y ) - tl = o(n - ‘j3). 
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Zf qn E $~(z,), then un$ormly for t in compact subsets of [w 
P” (Bo+tn-1/2,,0)(~n-~lj)=Z2+o(n-‘) 
where I, is defined in Lemma 2 of [Z, p. 921. 
Remark 5. Theorem 6 in [2, p. 821 states that for r0 E 7’, we have for 
all (cp,)~Y; and t>O 
P” (oo+m-~i~,,,43n G %A4 ooy ~~1 + o(np’). 
From the proof given there we see that this inequality holds for all 
(CPA E F-:(ro). 
To prove part (ii) of the theorem, fix m 2 1 and define 
(p**=1 n if A’> k,( Y, c() 
= kh,( Y, a)) if X= k,( Y, a) 
=o if X< k,( Y, a). 
Lemma 3 yields (cp,**) E TT(r,) for all z0 E 7’,. Lemma 4 implies that for all 
r. E T with M(8,, rO) # QP and t > 0 
p;o~+tn-~i2,ro)w* -d)=np’ta-‘cp(N,+ to) * hz(x)(x-i)dx+o(n-I). I 0 
The integral is positive since h:(x) < 0 for x < $, h:(x) > 0 for x > 4. 
To prove part (i) consider the family of test sequences (cp:“‘)) E YT(r,) 
constructed with h,. Let m = m(n) tend to infinity with n such that the 
sequence (cpk), cpk = cp;(“), is still an element of Y;(.r,). 
Let so,* = c+$, if ]r,-ro) <2~‘/~ logn, and cp,* = cpz elsewhere. Then 
(cp,*) ezFogy see this let r E T be arbitrary. If r # r,,, then uniformly for 
I4 <n 
and therefore 
If t = zo, then uniformly for Iu( < n-‘12 log n 
P~eo,r,+u~{l~n-~~-ul >n-“*logn)=o(n-‘) 
and therefore 
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This yields that uniformly for 1~1 < n ‘I2 log n 
P;B,.*,+U)(Pn*=P;Ho.ro+u)(P~+O(n~l)=~+O(n~’). 
For r E T with t #r,, we obtain from 
P;oo+m~,~2.r,(lZn-ZI >nP”‘logn} =o(K’) 
that 
P” ,oo+w~~2,r)((Pn* - cp:, = o(n~~ I). 
Furthermore, for t > 0 we have 
P;eo+m-1’2,rol(Pn*=P;oo+tn~1,2,r,~,~~+~(n~’) 
=P;““+,n~l,2.r”,(pjj+n~1to-‘cp(N,+to) 
x p;lio + m L~.~&$~)(Y~( K a))(~,( K Co - 9 + o(n- I ). 
For 0 < E < $ let B(n, a) be the set of all y for which v,(y, a) is an element of 
[O, E) or (1 - E, 1) or (i - E, t + E). Then for n sufficiently large, 
~+~YLY, ~1) <E if.v$ B(n, ~1 and Y,(Y, Co < 4, and k,&yn(y, ~1) > 1 -E if 
y $ B(n, E) and y,,(y, a) > 1. Hence, with 
h,*(x) = -x, x < : _ 
=1-x, ! x > 7 
we have for n sufficiently large 
IKl,d~.(v~ ax)) - GYY,(Y, @))I d E + 21.,,,,,. 
This implies that for n sufficiently large 
Ip;tto+m-’ 2,&!&&4 K a)Ny,( K a) - 4) 
- p;@o+m~ I’:,,,,mY,( K ~))(Y,(Y, co - 3 
<E+~P;~~+,~ L+~,{ YE B(n, E)}. 
Since under P;oo+tn-l.2,ro~, y,( Y, CI) is asymptotically uniformly distributed 
on [0, 11, we have 
lim P;Bo + tn- 1~2,~) {YE B(n, E)) =4& n 
and 
lim P” (oo+m-‘~2,,)hwn( K E))(Yn( y, co-t, = +a. n 
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Since E>O can be chosen arbitrarily small, we obtain 
lim P" ,Bo+m-'/Z,ro)h~(")(Y"( y, ~))(Y,(YY co-t, = h n 
or 
lim 69, + m-‘/2,ro) cp,* = ff&( t, eo, To) + o(n - ’ ). ” 
According to our Remark 5, H$,(& 8,, tO) is-up to errors of order 
o(n- ‘)-an upper bound for the power of tests in F?(z,). This proves 
property (b) of (cp,*). Property (c) of (q,*) now follows from Theorem 2(iv) 
of [2, p. 781. 
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